
 

 
Formative feedback 
  

Student name       
  

 Gesa Helms Student number                    
  

492645 

Course/Unit           
  

Drawing 2 Assignment number           
  

1 

Type of tutorial (Google Hangout)     

  
  
Overall Comments (tutor) 
  
We had a very interesting first tutorial, Gesa. I’m very pleased with your creative 
approach to this unit. We spoke about a variety of your subjects and contextual 
research. I encouraged you to continue with your use of drawing as a creative tool 
linked to your creative arts studies. You had several creative outcomes that could be 
expanded into individual projects. I asked you to consider refining your approach to 
the process of making. I’m delighted with your critical research and reflective writing 
and encouraged you to develop your learning log in this way. 
 
Assignment 1 Assessment potential 
We have spoken about your aims for the Creative Arts Degree, and you have told 
me that you are going to be submitting for assessment at the end of this unit. Please 
let me know if your position has changed at all by assignment 2. 

 
Feedback on assignment (student) 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Quality of Outcome, Demonstration of 
Creativity 
  
Part One: Exploring composition 
 

• We discussed various items of research leading up to the assignment; starting 
with the photographing and rephotographing of the woodpecker feather, and 
the questions it raises about representation, objects and the role of the filmic 
too. > the reference to Kittler and Gluzberg’s work was raised here first 



• We discussed the corridor and its function (in institutional terms, as drawing 
site, and in popular culture) in detail; this opened up the discussion of the 
wider significance of the gap (or: as its starting point, the boundary between 
the floor tiles inside the office and those that are part of the corridor, i.e. the 
tiles present a joining not a gap) > how to take this process and structure 
forward and develop it (also: if the site becomes more familiar, some of the 
initial apprehension disappear) 

• While the A2 pencil drawing of the gap is simple, refined (and has appeal), it 
is a rather finite outcome, a bit too closed off 

• The final assignment work, the installation of the filing cabinet in contrast 
opens out, is expansive (both spatially but also in terms of further/future work) 
and provides a rich theme around the gap (in relation to the analogue, the 
digital, questions of agency, anguish etc) 
 
(interestingly: the photograph I presented as final work closes off the 
installation, it presents a finite thing too; and, as we discussed, is also 
suffused with sexual connotations, which were present throughout the work 
but not quite so foregrounded. > I will reflect some further on this and try to 
resolve it, either working it through or reworking to let this subside again.) 

• Composition as theme for the first assignment then opens questions for the 
role of scale and edge for this (and the plan to install a new print of the 
cabinet in the site and instead of the actual filing cabinet will allow to 
investigate this further as well as the earlier questions around technology, 
representation, the gap as a rich theme to investigate further through a series 
of clearly defined projects. 

  
Sketchbooks (student) 
Demonstration of technical and Visual Skills, Demonstration of Creativity 
 

•  Both the instagram and the Moleskine note/sketchbook work for my purposes 
and allow me to hold together both the analogue and the digital; also to 
consider how moving and still image form part of my sketchbook process 

• the drawn marks on paper initially seemed strange and I was happy to keep 
that strangeness as part of the process 

• the notebook also encouraged the use of photocopies (and the wider theme of 
office tools), which then usefully fed back into the projects and assignment 

 
 
Contextual Research (student) 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
  

• The contextual research as on the blog is useful, appropriate, wide-ranging 
• Doug, commenting on my referencing Matta Clark, suggested looking at 

Gabriel Orozco’s sculptural work, notably L.A.D.S (1993) but also Richard 



Wilson’s architectural interventions; but also to be attentive whether these 
references are or are not relevant: i.e. to interrogate what themes are most 
resonant, perhaps these are more situated around anguish, agency and also 
female agency. 

• Also: in relation to the corridor work: consider Matt Calderwood’s early work 
where he e.g. went out at night, climbs up a lamp post and turns off the light 
bulb 

• He encouraged me to keep these connections between photography, drawing 
and the sculptural active and open. 

  
Learning Logs or Blogs/Critical essays (student) 
Context, reflective thinking, critical thinking, analysis   
  

• Similarly to the contextual research, the blog and its linking to sketchbooks in 
digital form on Instagram, and with scans of the offline sketchbook works for 
my purposes at the moment. 

• The critical essay and the parallel project will work hand in hand and in the 
next tutorial we will discuss the critical essay in more detail. 

 
Suggested reading/viewing (tutor) 
Context 
  

• Gabriel Orozco, LA DS (1993) http://www.tate.org.uk/context-
comment/blogs/gabriel-orozco-and-his-special-car 

• Margarita Gluzberg http://www.margaritagluzberg.com/ 
• Further from my points on Gluzberg and the context surrounding photo-

drawing-representation have a look at Kittler, F. Gramaphone, Film, 
Typewriter, Stanford University Press, 1999 

• Further to the idea of ‘gap’ consider the work of Doris Salcedo “Shibboleth’ at 
the Tate Modern http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-
modern/exhibition/unilever-series/unilever-series-doris-salcedo-shibboleth 
 

 
Pointers for the next assignment (tutor) 
● Reflect on this feedback in your learning log. 
● Consider what your expectations are for the unit, think about what we spoke 

about regarding drawing as inquiry and articulation of ideas. 
● Remember to evaluate outcomes and re-work a drawing/composition if the 

intention is altered by a shifting or complication of the meaning in the mind of 
the viewer. 

● Continue to develop your dynamic creative thinking, relating to your use of 
photography and drawing, analogue/digital etc. 
 



Please inform me of how you would like your feedback for the next assignment.   Written or 
video/audio 

  
Well done, I look forward to your next assignment. 
  

Tutor name  Doug Burton 

Date  18/12/17 

Next assignment due  28/02/18 

  
 


